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J F BRO
Named after a character in a Shakespeare play, misfit sixth-grader Hero becomes interested in exploring this unusual connection because of a valuable diamond supposedly hidden in her new house, an intriguing neighbor, and the unexpected attention of the most popular boy in school.

J F CHI
Idolized by young mystery fan Clarice Bean, code-cracker and daring detective Ruby, accompanied by sidekick butler, Hitch, work for a secret crime-busting organization to stop nefarious villains.

J F CHR BLUE
The secret adversary -- The murder of Roger Ackroyd -- The boomerang clue -- The moving finger -- Death comes as the end.

J F GOL BLUE
Orphan Cat Royal, living at the Drury Lane Theater in 1790s London, tries to find the "diamond" supposedly hidden in the theater, which unmaskus a treasonous political cartoonist and involves her in the street gangs of Covent Garden and the world of nobility.

J F HIA BLUE
Nick and his friend Marta decide to investigate when a mysterious fire starts near a Florida wildlife preserve and an unpopular teacher goes missing.

J F LAN BLUE
In 1868, with his army officer father suddenly posted to India, and his mother mysteriously "unwell," fourteen-year-old Sherlock Holmes is sent to stay with his eccentric uncle and aunt in their vast house in Hampshire, where he uncovers his first murder and a diabolical villain.

J F LEE BLUE
Young orphan and thief Mary Quinn is trained to be part of an all-female investigative unit called The Agency and, at age seventeen, she infiltrates a rich merchant's home in hopes of tracing his missing cargo ships.

J F PEA BLUE
Young Sherlock finds comfort studying the world around him and reconstructing events, but when he decides to snoop around for clues to solve a sensational murder, Sherlock is accused of the crime and now must use all his mystery-solving clues to save himself.

J F RAS BLUE
The mysterious death of an eccentric millionaire brings together an unlikely assortment of heirs who must uncover the circumstances of his death before they can claim their inheritance.

J F SYL BLUE
Fourteen-year-old wunderchef and budding detective Neil Flambe helps the police in their investigation of the murders of some of the best chefs in town, a mystery that seems to have something to do with Marco Polo.

J F TIM
In 1871 Wisconsin, thirteen-year-old Georgia sets out to find her sister Agatha, presumed dead when remains are found wearing the dress she was last seen in, and before the end of the year gains fame as a sharpshooter and foil of counterfeiters.

J F VAN
Thirteen-year-old Sammy meets a mysterious man who dies of a heart attack after telling her to get
rid of the large amount of money he is carrying, leading her to investigate who the man was and how he came to be carrying so much cash.